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Phonics/ spelling Focus: This week we will be looking at some of the year 3 and 4 common exception words and 

discussing any misconceptions.   

Mrs Ashley’s group will be completing spellings of Year 2 common exception words and Miss Burn’s spelling group will continue to 

learn the phonemes and high frequency words from phase 3, 4 and 5  and the common exception words. 

 

Maths 

This week we will be problem solving with 

place value.  We will be re-capping on data 

handling and how to use tally charts and bar 

charts and how these are used to represent 

information. 

 

 

 

English 

This week, we will be continuing with our 

shared text, ‘The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch.’  

We will be discussing the main events in the 

story, sequencing them and learning the story 

by using actions and re-telling it.  We will then 

be thinking about things that we can see and 

hear at the seaside and using effective nouns 

and adjectives to describe these to then write 

postcards.   

Theme 

This week in science we will continue to learn about the properties of materials and investigating why 

objects are made of certain materials.  In art, we will be exploring the work of Jayne Huskisson (who 

creates seaside themed silk paintings), Abigail Mill and Serena Hall (who’s art work is inspired by the 

seaside).  Their work will then be used to inspire our own seaside pieces of art.  In R.E. we will be 

learning about Christianity-the Holy Spirit and how Christians show kindness (with a focus on Mother 

Teresa). In PSHE, we will be continuing with the KIDSAFE programme. 

Extras 

My PPA time will be on Wednesday and Miss Burn will be teaching the class.   

P.E. will be on Wednesday and Friday-please make sure kits are in on this day.. 

Please remember to also read at home every day with your child and to sign their reading record book when 

you have read with them. 

Please remember that there is also Times Tables Rock Stars and specific times tables have been set on this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


